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ABSTRACT: The digitalization procedure accelerate change and the formation of sustainable societies. Its choices and 

presence in digital world create data that offer enormous chances to revise recent business strategies and practices, 

accordingly there is a basic requirement for novel speculations grasping big data investigations ecosystems. Expanding 

upon the quickly creating research on the digital technologies and qualities that the information systems discipline 

acquires the zone, it conceptualize business analytics and big data ecosystems  and propose the model that pictures how 

business analytics and big data ecosystems can make ready towards sustainable societies and digital transformation, 

DTS i.e. "Digital Transformation and Sustainability" model. This publication examines that so as to arrive at digital 

transformation and formation of sustainable societies, in the first, none of the entertainers in society can be found in 

seclusion, rather it has to improve the comprehension of its interrelations and interactions which lead to innovation, 

value creation and knowledge. Second, it increase further understanding on which capacities should be created to tackle 

the capability of the big data analytics. Its proposals in this paper, combined with few research commitments involved 

for the unique issue, try to offer a more extensive establishment for clearing the route towards sustainable societies and 

digital transformation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Societies are turning out to be scenes interceded by different digital services, digital media platforms and technologies 

that permit data capture, analytics and sensing. This advancement and change in innovation unavoidably prompts an 

alteration in how the societies are composed, and how its individuals associate with one another. Huge measures of data 

are produced each minute from a developing number of sources. Organizations are understanding that the information it 

possess and the manner in which it use them can give them a competitive edge. Business analytics and big data are 

additionally testing existing methods of business and settled organizations. However, there is constrained 

comprehension of how associations require to change to grasp these technological advancements, and business shifts it 

involve which can prompt societal and business transformation. Business analytics, smart environments  and big data 

have pulled in incredible consideration in the course of recent years in driving authoritative basic leadership, as 

associations are chipping away at how on the most proficient method to offer reason to the information, and get esteem 

driven answers that will expand its performance, influencing various individuals in society (e.g., people, governments, 

businesses)[1]. Big data might be the most significant innovative interruptions in academic and business ecosystem in 

current years. As the mark itself shows, big data alludes to huge volumes of data created and made accessible on the 

web and in the digital media ecosystems. The big data are created from different sort of sources, for example, the 

various transactions performed every day, posts made via web-based networking media, or from expanding number of 

sensors introduced in various objects (e.g., home appliances, cars, cell phones and so on). Big data analytics, it is an 

instrument that goes past pattern analysis, permits the expectation of occasions, and underpins artificial intelligence that 

can automatize forms, change organizations and make new sorts of business as this can do now, just as to make a value 

for the advancement of prosperous and sustainable societies[2]. Organizations have been viewed as answerable for 
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different difficulties of society, with economic, environmental and social results, despite the fact that by far most of 

CEOs express that accomplishing business maintainability is of high need for them. To this end, concentrate has 

likewise been on creating and marketing sustainable services and products that sway society in general. As tools and 

applications of big data spread, it will unavoidably change longstanding thoughts regarding management practices, 

value creation, decision making and competitive strategy formulation. Business analytics and big data, for the most part 

driven by training, have been utilized to foresee or clarify what caused certain results. For sure, as of late in its analysis 

on the job of the big data in the information system, researchers feature how the analyses led on Facebook were well 

known in the media, since it raised issues as to assurance of security and people's privileges. From that point forward, 

analytics of big data have developed and are progressively utilized by organizations, marketers, political scientists or 

economists to predict and analyse various wonders, from stock costs, to buy conduct and casting a ballot goals. Going 

further, the produced knowledge from business analytics and big data might be utilized to target individuals with 

specific data to influence observations, behaviour, or attitudes over time. There is a developing requirement for 

accessible, reusable, interoperable infrastructures and information management principles that give more prominent 

access to data in society[3]. Putting resources into such infrastructures empowers flourishing digitalization and 

innovation of city services and kicks off a wide-scope of innovation ecosystems. Digital frameworks are currently 

fundamental in various fields (e.g., transportation, finance, business, health), however the inquiry stays on how it can 

offer reason to information and extract significant understanding; by going past technical developments and security 

problems, posing the correct inquiries, what's more, crossing over business change with the big data analytics to the 

esteem creation that quickens the society's sustainable development. In 21st century's biological systems none of its on-

screen characters can be found in confinement, rather every one of them have to effectively associate and team up with 

one another to make innovate and knowledge, while developing its interrelations, prompting new  organizations and 

technologies, and expanded worth. Cross-disciplinary character of information system discipline could be main impetus 

that will offer significance to the big data and enhance the relations between business and data models. Digitalization of 

the services and change of contemporary plans of action is expected to quicken the creation of the sustainable 

societies[4]. New models of digital business won't just be increasingly exact and efficient yet in addition go past 

monetary needs, and address cultural difficulties creating shared worth that effects the organizations, associations, 

buyers, and the general population everywhere. Big data perform a key job in this change and joining them from 

numerous sources, imparting them to different partners, and investigating them in different ways permits the 

accomplishment of the digital transformation and formation of the sustainable societies. A complete investigation of 

business analytics and big data ecosystems and the interdependencies, empowers the improvement of structures that 

will give arrangements that benefit every one of the entertainers inside the ecosystem. 

II. CONCEPTUALIZING BUSINESS ANALYTICS AND BIG DATA ECOSYSTEMS 

In this way, such an ecosystem ought to be seen as an exceptionally complex framework that can compose itself and 

needs long haul information assortment. Moreover, an ecosystem comprises of numerous hierarchical layers, 

collaboration, competition, and cooperation among on-screen characters is required yet it might be hard to be 

accomplished. Additionally, the relations between the on-screen characters of an environment can't remain exclusively 

inside the business setting, rather these are liable to stretch out to different settings, similar to procedural and personal 

relations. Since the entertainers are different from each other it is important to look at its characteristics and convictions 

to all the more likely comprehend its behaviour, its needs and its capabilities which thusly will enhance the 

performance, efficiency and coherency of ecosystem generally[5]. Drawing from business ecosystems, big data esteem 

chain have been proposed as of late to demonstrate significant level exercises inside information systems, and it is set 

in the centre of big data ecosystem on a small scale level, while various partners exist at meso and large scale level. 

When alluding to business analytics and big data, term ecosystem portrays nature made and bolstered by the various 

entertainers that include ecosystem, its never-ending information generation alongside its interrelations and 

interactions. Such ecosystems as of now exist in the business inside or between different segments (e.g., Google, 

Apple, Microsoft, and Intel). Be that as it may, if its definitive objective is to make sustainable societies it has to 

advance existing biological systems, or grow new ones, for being progressively unique and effectively incorporate 

more partners of its partners, taking consideration both its abilities and necessities[6]. A solid analytics capacity is vital 

for digital transformation, as associations that need to contend in digital economy should put resources into different 

assets counting individuals, procedures and innovation of analytics and data. Such assets can be classified into 
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substantial, impalpable, and human aptitudes and it can prompt expanded execution and make upper hand for 

associations. As the big data have turn in to a vital asset in making esteem, capability of big data is characterized as the 

capacity of an information on-screen character to effectively convey innovation and ability to catch, analyse and store 

data, towards esteem creation, societal change and business change. To accomplish this an information driven culture is 

needed, that will permit chiefs to put together its choices more with respect to understanding as opposed to impulse. 

Associations among industry, government and academia are fundamental to make the required institutional, 

psychological and technological conditions to advance in a knowledge dependent society, making triple-helix model[7]. 

Model of triple-helix has been stretched out to fourfold helix model by consolidating civil society, which incorporates 

people and residents. Expanding on above discourse, it place that a business analytics and big data ecosystem involves 

the information entertainers, who produce and employ big data. The effective execution of this procedure is critical for 

the digital transformation and making of the sustainable societies, making the business analytics and big data 

ecosystems.  

Fig. 1 displays a model of DTS i.e. “Digital transformation and Sustainability” that conceptualizes business analytics 

and big data ecosystem and the variables which require to cooperate and coordinate to empower the utilization of the 

big data towards accomplishment of the digital transformation and the formation of the sustainable societies. Both 

public and private associations have been executing different methods to benefit from accessible business analytics and 

big data (e.g. web, text analytics, mobile and network)[8]. The primary focal point of private associations is to 

increment business esteem, while of the public associations to provide better services for the residents and enhance 

society. Be that as it may, public and private associations are not on a similar degree of development comparable to its 

implementations of big data, halfway in light of the fact that it has different objectives, yet in addition since it has 

different assets and access to various sorts of information. Various kinds of data are accessible to the on-screen 

characters of ecosystem, contingent upon its job, anyway it has been indicated that it can make the essential open doors 

that might disturb businesses and change societies. In light of the thought of inventive economy, numerous cultural 

issues might be tackled through individual innovativeness, rather than enormous organizations or associations that 

requires the union of knowledge and technologies, prompting the formation of new organizations and economic 

growth. People, for example, innovators and entrepreneurs, can utilize accessible big data to grow new services or 

items that can change an industry or market. A centre issue in above discourse is education of experts that are fit for 

undertaking such assignments[9]. While much dialog has centred on the job of data scientist in the contemporary 

associations, ongoing writing likewise developed the job of directors in the period of big data. These practice-driven 

papers feature the significance that the big data analytics has on a developing number of associations, and the 

prerequisite of people to be educated about the utilization of the big data analytics. Present period of today, private and 

public organizations, industry, individuals, academia and governments produce huge measures of universal 

information, generating into new abilities and openings, and making an incentive through new business policies, 

strategies and so forth[10]. The creation of business analytics and big data ecosystems can possibly prompt digital 

transformation, and on same time it might change practice and theory in information system, technology, innovation 

and management. 
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Fig.1: The Digital Transformation and Sustainability (DTS) Model 

III. CONCENTRATE ON THE SPECIAL ISSUE 

The fundamental aim of this uncommon issue is to give empirical support and theoretical discussion to more readily 

comprehend what is the job of business analytics and big data in the 21st century's ecosystem, also to build up an 

exploration motivation for what's to come. Call for papers created various entries however not every one of them met 

criteria of this exceptional issue. After a few rounds of survey, four papers were finally acknowledged. The papers 

showing up in this extraordinary issue spread different viewpoints encompassing the areas of business analytics and big 

data ecosystems, while investigating how the analytics may increase or create business esteem through different points 

of view[11]. First two papers represent dynamic abilities and how it can enhance business value and business 

intelligence agility. Two papers supplement one another. Researcher exactly exhibit the significance of associations' 

assets, internal and external view in expanding the business intelligence agility, whereas researcher give an orderly 

writing survey in the domain of the big data analytics also recognize how the capabilities of big data may build 

business esteem.  

Moreover, researcher call for increasingly observational examinations in the domain and build up an exploration plan 

which recognizes few centre areas of examination, with the investigation by researchers offering an explanation to this 

bring in the present extraordinary issue. At long last, the exceptional issue incorporates two papers that adopt a 

subjective strategy to look at the job of the big data and its value in private and public sector associations[12]. Works 

from researchers give an exhaustive picture and supplement each other as it give knowledge on how the big data could 

be employed in private and public association’s settings, individually, for expanded execution, better administrations, 

and enhances solutions for existing problems. Researchers adopt a powerful capacity strategy to more readily 

comprehend and clarify agile business intelligence frameworks. In detail, the creators feature the requirement to cross 

over any barrier between associations' long haul techniques and agile adaption for dynamic conditions dependent on 

moving business sector demands. This investigation endeavours to answer how, likewise which, dynamic abilities 

affect business intelligence agility, if developing innovations affect business intelligence agility. Creators build up an 

examination model dependent on which dynamic capacities (i.e., business activities with business intelligence, 

adoption of the assets of business intelligence and intimacy and market understanding with business intelligence) affect 

the business knowledge agility. Model is tried through a quantitative report that incorporates 115 members that work in 

different ventures. The findings display that appropriation of rising advancements, relating hierarchical structures, 

strategy procedure and well-prepared staff, are fundamental for an association to accomplish business knowledge 

readiness. This examination offers hypothetical establishing on the significance of resource adoption and mix of outside 

and inward view for progressively spry supply of data and choice readiness, in the present fierce business conditions. 

The creators embrace the thought of the capability of big data analytics which alludes to a firm’s efficiency in 

organizing and dealing with the big data related assets to increase key and operational knowledge. Through an efficient 
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writing survey, researcher define capabilities of big data analytics, big data and big data analytics, while featuring its 

primary differences. Its findings prompt few thematic areas for the research of big data, alongside a discourse on what 

strategies ought to be utilized to tackle the incredible capability of the big data analytics to the organizations. Paper 

gives an all-encompassing exploration structure to big data investigation that will prompt all the more hypothetically 

determined research in the region, while simultaneously it contains thoughts that might be embraced by different 

organizations and firms. Researcher recognize latest ways on how the big data could be employed by public sector 

organizations for provide better answers for smart urban areas. Its investigation represents that big data implementation 

may influence the power dynamics and knowledge as far as how these associations worked previously. The findings 

depict that reframing and knowledge finding, alongside between ex-post assessments and inter-organizational 

collaborations are required for associations to figure out how to utilize and present the big data, accordingly giving the 

basis to smart urban areas to completely investigate and misuse the capability of big data. Researcher analyse the job of 

the big data in private organizations and industry, so as to distinguish the elements that help or hinder the deployment 

and design of prescient resource management. It differentiate from past examinations predictive management area that 

emphasis on the innovation (i.e. algorithms and sensors), by tending to organizational and user issues. Paper contributes 

towards need to enhance information interpretation by clients, just as the enhancement management and upkeep of key 

resources that can expand business esteem. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The estimation of digital transformations which develops through the ecosystems of big data analytics is a region that 

will pull in a ton of consideration in the up and coming years. In doing as such, it is essential to comprehend first the 

various entertainers, the data it create, and how it communicate, and second the vital abilities that require to be created 

to bridle this potential. Proposed model of "Digital Transformation and Sustainability" is a stage towards this heading. 

Building up an information driven culture inside associations, investing in fitting innovation, encouraging managerial 

and technical skills, and advancing an atmosphere of authoritative learning are basic factors in acknowledging esteem. 

It is additionally essential to perceive that worth can rise through different implies, and can in this manner be caught 

through various measures. While a few associations or business people may centre on driving business worth and 

keeping in front of contenders, others might have a perspective on encouraging societal change, in this manner 

producing esteem that effects both them and  society by and large. As the business models become progressively 

increasingly oriented towards individual and societal needs, so will the ecosystems of big data analytics rise as driver of 

the sustainability and digital transformation to satisfy this requirement. To this end, it propose the accompanying 

exploration directions: 

1. The Job of Information On-screen Characters:  

How effectively may information entertainers be associated with request to shape digital transformation and 

improvement of sustainable societies? These entertainers produce data, possess data, and can possibly benefit from 

data.  

2. Data Availability and Capacities: 

Further research is needed on guidelines around data in digital society. It needs to consider the availability and capacity 

of big data, just as differences between continents, cultures and countries towards the formation of unified rehearses 

and guidelines.  

3. Adoption at Management and Leadership Level: 

For further research needs to analyse how the different pioneers and hierarchical structures are eager to receive 

furthermore, actualize information driven techniques in its basic leadership forms.  
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